
QUALITY

MODEL

DLT
387

ANORAK ANORAK

REFERENCE

COLOURS 

Blue - Red - Green

COLORES

Azul - Rojo - Verde

SIZES

P - M - G - E 

TALLAS

P - M - G - E 

 
REFERENCIA

DLT387



FABRIC COMPOSITION

Fabric composition:   79% PE 21% PU 
Lining composition:   100 % PE

PARTS

Front zipper:   2-way zipper   Velcro on pocket lining:  25 mm wide velcro strip 
Collar fastners:   3 metal fastners   Hood eyelets:   2 metal eyelets
Front fastners:   6 metal fastners   2 hood toggles
Elastic on hood:   black elastic cord   2 hood end caps
Elastic on back:   30 mm wide elastic band  Seam sealer ribbon
Elastic on back in lining:  10 mm wide elastic band    
Elastic on back lining:  10 mm wide elastic band

deSCRIPTION

This PPE corresponds to an anorak type jacket with padded lining, with a functional design and that fastens down the front with a double slider zipper.  
The zipper is protected by a storm flap that fastens with 6 snaps. The high collar houses a roll-away hood that adjusts with an elastic draw cord. The jacket 
includes three pockets: two on the outside with storm flaps and zippers are located towards the base of the jacket in line with the hip. The third pocket is 
interior at chest height and has a velcro flap closure. The sleeves have interior windbreaker elastic cuffs. The back includes an elastic band for closer fit.

As an additional protective element, this PPE includes anti-absorption barriers on the base of the trouser legs to prevent dampness from extending into the 
thermal lining.

AVAILABLe COLOURS: Blue - Red - Green 

AVAILABLe SIZeS:  P, M, G, E 

STANdARdS:

This garment complies with the requirement of REGULATION (EU) 2016/425, EN-ISO 136882013, EN 14058:2017 and EN 343:2019 for this PPE.
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FICHA TÉCNICA

delfitex anorak  ref. DLT387


